
Bloons TD 6

# Bloons TD 6 - Summary

Bloons Tower Defense 6, or Bloons TD, is the most recent version in the Bloons Tower Defense

game series. It was released on June 14, 2018 and has gained popularity ever since. In fact, the

game has thousands of players that login daily. The mobile version of the game costs $5, but they

regularly run promotions that allow you to get the game for free. In addition, you can choose to do

in-game purchases that give you extra perks and items.

This version is played the same way as the other games in the series and you're a monkey that

needs to pop the Bloons to prevent them from getting through. As you continue through the game,

the maps get harder to beat. Once you beat the game, you'll get a certain number of Monkey

Money where the amount is determined by the map you chose and how difficult it was to beat. You

can then use the Monkey Money to do things like purchase upgrades, build special buildings, and

hire special agents. In addition to the maps, you can also to do special missions, which gives you

Monkey Money and other great rewards. It's an easy app to learn and you can start beating levels

in no time!

# Key Functions

The first key function that makes this a great app is the fact that you can choose multiple different

difficulty levels, which gives you the opportunity to play levels multiple times. Another awesome

feature is that the creators have included 3D graphics, which makes it seem like the game is

popping out at you. The game has new enemy types, which are harder to defeat and gives you a

higher chance of getting better items and rewards. You can also check out the trophy store and

see what you've earned and what you need to do to get any others.

You can also purchase 5th tier upgrades that can help you get your character stronger and harder

to beat. You can also choose one of three upgrade paths for each of your monkeys, depending on

what benefits you're looking for. With so many different options and levels, you can play this game

for hours and still find it enjoyable. Once you beat level 100, you'll get an Insta-Monkey, which

gives you the chance of getting a character that already has upgrades available, as well as the

ability to place the upgrades for free in any game mode besides C.H.I.M.P.S. Each monkey has 15

different possible upgrades and three paths to choose from. # Bloons TD 6 - Review/Conclusion

With all things considered, Bloons TD 6 is a fun game that can give the player many hours of

enjoyment. You can level up and test yourself by trying to defeat stronger levels and enemies. You

can use your rewards to purchase upgrades and you can give your character 15 different

upgrades. While the game costs $4.99, there are regular promotions that allows you to download

and play the game for free. The more you play, the stronger you get and you can upgrade your

favorite character to be the strongest monkey around.



# Pros & Cons

## Pros

* There are 15 different upgrade options.

* You can choose from a few different difficulty levels.

* The 3D graphics make the game more fun.

## Cons

* The user interface can be a little difficult to use.

*  Some of the abilities are basically useless.

*  Some upgrades require a large amount of Monkey Money.


